Hay & Equipment
Building Solutions

Farm Equipment Storage Buildings, Hay and Crop Storage Buildings
The superior ventilation in a Britespan building protects equipment and vehicles from the elements and maintains the quality
of hay, straw and commodities. Generous height and open-span interiors allow you to maximize interior storage space and
maneuver equipment and vehicles with ease.
When you buy a Britespan fabric building, you automatically get support from our network of local experts.
Dedicated to you, our dealers are experienced in providing support from project inception through completion.

“We invest a lot in equipment, and hay is our bread and butter product so to speak. Our Britespan building protects our
products from the elements, and reduces repair costs on the equipment.”

britespanbuildings.com

Building Styles
Custom eaves, heights
and slopes available

Atlas Series
24’ - 108’ wide

Genesis Series
80’ - 200’ wide

Easy Access Series
38’ - 67’ wide

Epic Series
80’ - 120’ wide

Rigid Beam Series
Up to 300’ wide

Apex Series
53’ - 100’ wide

The Britespan Advantage
Natural Light & Ventilation

Wide Open Interiors

Engineered Solutions

Speed of Construction

Corrosion Resistant

Local Support

With bright, natural lighting and
abundant ventilation inside,
a Britespan fabric building provides
a comforting environment.

Utilizing a pre-engineered and
modular design, all of Britespan’s
fabric structures are built faster
than conventional buildings.

Replacement & Repairs

With no interior columns, you
can maximize useable storage
space and easily maneuver heavy
equipment and vehicles.

Britespan trusses are hot dip
galvanized, post fabrication, to
prevent any rusting, providing
lifelong corrosion resistance.

All of Britespan’s structures are
uniquely engineered to meet
specific weather conditions and
building codes.

When you buy a Britespan fabric
building, you automatically get
support from our network of
“Local Experts”.

Customize Your Building

Cover replacements require precise fit and proper cover
installation techniques. Our expert installation crews work
from original drawings and specifications to provide you
a cover that meets or exceeds the original specifications.
With local dealers and industry experts across North
America, Britespan is there when you need us.

Learn how Britespan can help you protect your products,
improve your operations, and achieve your goals.

Let Us Help You Find a Solution

Eaves

Doors

Curtains

Branding &
Logo Printing

Chimneys

Foundations

Insulation

Fabric Covers

START TODAY

1-800-407-5846
britespanbuildings.com

